
Your Trusted

SOLUTIONS PARTNER
For Microsoft Consulting

®

DCG is a full-stack Microsoft Solutions partner, offering a 

range of services mapped to your business growth plan 

and led by industry experts. We understand what makes 

projects a success and the pitfalls that many companies 

encounter during implementation. Our focus on critical 

factors such as people and process change, adoption, 

and alignment with business strategy ensures your 

projects achieve the desired outcomes. Whether you are 

looking for a full cycle ERP implementation, a CRM 

migration, a custom portal, project recovery, switching 

from on-premise to the cloud, and more, DCG has 

Microsoft full-stack capabilities you can count on.

43%
Average ROI

DCG clients see a robust      
ROI in the first year of their 

implementation go-live.

$70M
Partner Revenue

Partners are making more 
revenue per deal and  

improving time-to-close.

1M
People Helped

Helping people is what        
DCG does best - here and 

around the globe.

Talk with a Trusted DCG 
Advisor Today!

Modern Workplace & Cloud

Business Solutions

Data Transformation

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Microsoft Support

Talent Development & Placement



®

MICROSOFT SUPPORT
When DCG brought services like enterprise resource planning, 
business solutions, modern workplace & cloud, and data 
transformation to the market, it only made sense to offer 
support alongside them. By working with a DCG support 
engineer, you’re also tapping into expertise of each of our 
consultants, from every practice.

We provide flexible, rapid-response support that can fix your 
immediate issue and address the underlying cause to ensure 
it doesn’t happen again.

A Closer Look at 
DCG’s Service Offerings

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
DCG understands businesses are comprised of three 
components: people, processes, and decisions. These areas  
look different at every company, and DCG takes the time to 
understand them before providing a forward-looking digital 
platform that supports growth and stability. 

MODERN WORKPLACE & CLOUD
DCG believes the Cloud isn’t just a place – it’s a model. By 
helping businesses leverage Microsoft’s cloud resources the  
way they’re designed to be used, DCG’s clients and partners 
accelerate business and reduce costs.

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP)
The best way to solve a financial or supply chain business 
challenge is to understand the way business operates. That’s 
why DCG assess workflow first, identifies areas of opportunity 
second, and applies technology with experience to               
provide the right solution.

DATA TRANSFORMATION
Every business is different, which is why teams often                 
say “I wish we could just do this..” when working with      
out-of-the-box solutions. Through custom code and      
application development, DCG helps businesses map              
their technology to their business practices.

True to DCG's values, Power Learn Academy focuses on 
continuous self-improvement. This unique business 
apprenticeship provides day-one ready Microsoft Functional 
Consultants at an affordable rate. Whether you’re looking for 
guaranteed retention from a skilled new hire or training       
options for current project teams, Power Learn is your        
trusted solution for Microsoft talent.

PROJECT SUCCESS MANAGEMENT
Don’t worry about staffing your project with someone to keep 
it on track and on-budget, we have you covered. We pride 
ourselves in managing projects fluidly while providing 
structure to finish on time and without extra costs. 

Our experience with Dynamic Consultants Group     
has been outstanding so far. They display a deep 
understanding of our  business requirements and 
work closely  with us to map out a comprehensive 
plan for our implementation project. It was also 
completed in a timely manner.”

Carla Cavallo                                                          
President and CEO, Monarch Furniture
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